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DEFENDANT'S REPLY SUPPORTING
EXCLUSION OF IAIL STATEMENTS AND TAPES

I.

INTRODUCTION
The state expends most of its effort persuading the Court on a
point that
Steven Avery conceded. It expends but spare effort addressing
the point that Avery

made' That point is simple and remains sound: Poverty is not an acceptabie
criterion on which to justify grossly unequal and intrusive evidence-gathering.
As
a matter of equal protection, then, the state's program of
taping the conversations

of presumptively innocent pretrial detainees must remain limited
to its justifying
purpose/ jail security.
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II.
REPLY

while the state went to some trouble to secure
a copy of the Calumet county
Jail rules and Avery's written acknowledgment that
he received them, the state,s

failure to find something else is more telling.
The state did not find one wealthy
man in the Calumet County
Jail awaiting

kial. It will not find

one.

And that, not the sheriff's taping for security reasons,
is the factual crux of the
constifutional problem. The state may be right
when it contends that ,,the inmate

jail tapes are simply

a collateral consequence of not

posting barl.,, sTATE,s

rHE ADMISSIBILITY Or Jan RECORDTNGS at
9 (Octobe

BRrpp orv

r 27, 2006). But that begs the

question' Avery is not a person who chose to forego
posting bail (whatever that
person's equal protection claim might be); he
is a person who by reason of
insufficient money cannot post

bail.

The question then is r.r,hether the equal

protection guaranties of both state and federal
constifutions permit the state an
evidentiary advantage against the poor man and
only against the poor man as
"collateral
a
consequence" of his poverty. Neither equal
protection clause permits

that' But Avery replies first to the state's arguments,
which in
confront the right question.
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the main do not

A'

Priaacy Concerns are Not Equal Protection
Concerns. Initially,

the state asserts implicitly that the conceded
legality of taping for one purpose
fiaii
security) as measured by one constitufional
guaranty (against urueasonable search
and seizure)necessarily allows the use
of tapes for other purposes (evidence
of past

wrongs) when the gauge is a different constitutional
guaranty (equal protection).
The state focuses on the Fourth Amendment
and privacy and assumes that equai

protection adds nothing more. Every case
the state cites either is but a statutory

interpretation of wisconsin's electronic surveiilance
law,

wis' 2d 244'704N'w'2d

see

state u. Riley, 287

635 (ct. App.2005), or a similar interpretation
of the federal

electronic surveillance statute , see Amati u. City
of woortstock,

776

F.gd

g52 (7th

Cir.

1999) (civil action by potice deparlment
employ ees); t lnited states a. Gontez,900 F.2d

43' 44-45 (5th

cir'

7990) (holding that the government failed
to prove consent to

police monitoring of cooperator's phone call);
lrnited states a. Feekes, g7g F.2d1562,
7565-66 (7th

Cir' 1989); Griggs-Ryan

a. sntith, g04F .2d112 (1st Cir. 1990)
, or aFourth

Amendmentdecision. stntea.Reuorinski,Tsgwis,2d
7,16-2g,464N.w.2d407,407_
70 (7990); In tlrc Interest of l.A.L,,162wis.2d g40,97r
n.g,4z1 N.w.

2d

(1991)(dictum); I.lnitedstatesu.sababu,Bg7F.2d1308,1328-30(7thCir.
States u, Anrcn, 831 F.2d 37g, g7g_80

(2d Ctr.

79BT) (also

J)

7989);r.lnited

interpreting Title III

exception). Each of these cases the state cites at
4_B of its brief.

\

49g,506 n.B

Yet Avery tendered no Fourth Amendment claim
as to taping for
purposes of

jail security' He raised no claim under wisconsin,s

electronic

surveillance statute, either. The state's discussion
is beside the point, then.

with the state's misplaced interest in the Fourth Amendment
as a natural

comes.

corollary, its assessment that the exclusionary
rule ought not apply here.

True' the exclusionary rule does not apply, but
again that is beside the point. Courts

developed the exclusionary rule to reduce the
incidence of extrajudicial Fourth
Amendment (and later Fifth Amendment and sixth
Amendment right to counsel)

violations by providing law enforcement officers
an incentive not to violate
constitutional ruies. see genernlly Elkins a. Llnited
states, 364 rJ.s. 206, 277 (1g60);

united states u. wallace €t Tiernatt Co., 336 u.s.
7g3, 796 e9a\; Anthony
Amsterdam, Search, Seizure, and. Section

2255:

A Cornntent,112U. pa. L. Rpv.

G.

3ZB, 3gB-

89 & nn. 48 & 49 (1964\.

Other constitutional provisions, though, sometimes
require directly that
a

court admit evidence under given circumstances.

410

u's'

see, e.g., Clntttbers a,

Mississippi,

284' 297-303 (1979) (due process and right to confrontation
may override

state evidentiary rules and require admission of
reliable evidence)
I ennessee' 4061J

; Brooks u.

's' 605,607-73 (1972) (due process and right to remain silent override

state rule that accused must testify first or not
at

iq\

all). or, more importantly in this

case, they require that a court exclude
evidence under some circumstances.
see, e.g,,

Crazufordu.wasldngton,s4l u.s. 36 (200a);Dauisa.wasrtington,726s.ct.2266

(confrontation clause

(2006)

of sixth Amendment ordinarily requires exclusion

of

testimonial hearsay, unless the declarant
testrfies). courts never have viewed
these

latter sifuations as applications of the exciusionary
rule. Rather, they are direct
applications of the constitutional provision
itself to judicial proceedings.
That is exactly the situation here. Avery's
argument concerns not iaw

enforcement actions outside the judici ary's
purview, where Fourth Amendment

violations arise, but admissibility of certain intercepted
statements at trial. The

equal protection clause

of the Fourteenth

Amendment, and

its

wisconsin

Constitutional analo g,bear on that admissibility
question. They bear directly on the
question' not through medium of a judicially-created
exclusionary rule designed to
deter state misconductoutside the courtroom.
so Avery turns now to the arzument
he made, leaving behind the arguments he
did not make.

B.

An Equar protection Charlenge After AIt. To concede
that

telephone cal1s may be taped for one purpose
is not to concede that they then may

be used for every other purPose. And to concede
that taping for one specific
purpose does not violate the Fourth Amendment
is not to concede that it satisfies
every other constifutional requirement, especially
when the state uses tapes for other

t')

purposes entirely' Compare City of lttdinnapolis
a, Eclmond,531 U.S. g2,40-44(2000)

(roadblocks intended for general crime control
interest in stopping drug traffic

violated Fourth Amendment; distinguishing
allowable roadblocks designed for
more specific purposes of highway safety
and border policin g); Ferguson u, Citv
of
Charleston' 532LJ 's' 67,74-84 (2001) (distinguishing
public hospital,s urine screens
of pregnant women from permissible "
special needs" searches; the hospital
searches

had general law enforcement purpose and viorated
Fourth Amendment).

with that understanding, Avery grounds his argument
in the equal
protection assurances

of the Fourteenth

Amendment

to the united states

constifution and Article I, S 1 of the wisconsin
Constitution, not in the Fourth
Amendment' He then chalienges only the evidentiary
use the state wishes to make
of tapes that it purportedly collected for another
reason altogether. under glare not
of the Fourth Amendment but of the equai
protection guaranties that Avery invokes,

the state offers no rational reason for admissibility
or evidentrary use of the
intercepted statements

-

let alone a compelling government interest.

Instead, the state scoffs that Avery seeks suppression
of evidence ,,on
a

theory of economics," sTATE's

BRTEF

at 2, and then argues that Avery courd use

common sense" and "self discipline,, (sTATE,S BnIEr
at73),apparently by making

tl

no telephone calls and deciining all visits from
family and friends for the nearly year

and one-half that he will await trial in jail. Both
state arguments collapse.-

1'

An assertion that the criminal justice system
ought treat rich and

poor alike is neither a "theory of economics,,
nor ,,a nover absurdity,,, as the
sovereign suggests. stATp'sBnmr at2. The state's
argumentmighthave been pitchpertect in an era of powder wigs and privilege.
But in due course the 17th century

yielded to the 21st, and American courts today
are stubbornly egalitarian at least in
their aspirations' Half
a system that denied a

a

century ago, the united states supreme Court
struck down

poor man an appeal it permitted his wealthier
counterpart.

Grffin u' Illinois,3s1 u.s.

72, 16-17 (1gs6). As the

Grffincourt exprained, ,,our o\A,n

constitutional guaranties of due process and equal
protection both call for
procedures in criminal trials which allow no invidious
discriminations between
persons and different groups of persons.,, Id. at17.
Here in Wisconsin, the courts applied that principle
three decades ago
to end the practice of discriminating in sentencing
between the rich man enlarged
on bail and the identically situated poor man who could
not make bail. Atthough

their sentences might have appeared identical, the poor
man in fact served more

-

The state also contends in several places that Avery's
motion really is a disguised
objection to current bail terms' It is not' Defense
counsel know how to request a rnodification
of
bail' and have made such a request in this case. This is
not such a motion. Recasting the molion
as something it is not would be a risky way
to avoid the merits of the motion as it is.
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time in jail than the rich, because his pretrial incarceration
for want of bail money
earned him no sentence credit' The wisconsin
supreme Court stopped thatpractice
as a matter of equal protection
285 287 -88 (1977) (" The

'

. Klimss a, state,75 wis. 2d 244, 248-49,24g N.W.2d

failure to credit pre-trial or pre-sentence time in
custody

as

the result of indigency means that persons similarly
sifuated except for financial
means are subject to different periods of confinement
for the same crime,,); Bard
State'

65Wis' 2d415,424-25,2221\.w.2d696,707-02(r97a);seealso

a.

Statea, Beets,124

Wis' 2d 372,379,369 N.W.2d982,385 (1985) ('It should
be remembered that in our
decisional law the origin of the confinement credit was

a

matter of equal protection,

i'e', a person who could not make bail because of indigency
was being denied

liberty right that

a

a

wealthy person courd exercise").

If the poor man's pretriai incarceration may place him in no
worse
position at sentencing than the equaily culpable rich man,
then surely it is no
novelty to propose that the poor man's pretrial incarceration
may place him in no
worse position at the trial itself. That is all Avery suggests.
His narro\v and modest

contention, again, is only that the state may not make eaid.entiary
use at trial of his

recorded statements where: (a) only the financiai inability
of a presumptively
innocent man to make bail afforded the state an opportunity
to monitor his
conversations; (b) the state recorded his words for the unrelated
purpose of jail
security; (c) the man completed his alleged crimes before
he went to jail; and (d) the

t')

trial concerns no crime allegedly committed
or continued in the jail. Avery meets
each

condition' He is not in jail pursuant to any
conviction, probation or parole

hold' or prior sentence; only his indigency
keeps him there.
Jail security is the onlv
justification for taping him. His alleged
crimes all were completed before the
state

arrested him. And he faces no charge for
any act in jail.

2.

The state's finar argument, that Avery
simpry could forego ail

contact with friends and famiiy while he
awaits trial as a presumptiveiy innocent

man/ at one level is correct. Avery could
do that, in theory. If his psyche and
emotional health permitted, he could endure
15 months caged in a jail without
any

opportunity to hear the love and encouragement
of parents, siblings, and friends.
such a heavy additional tax the state would
lay on poverty, though.
The state does not claim here that evidence-gathering
provides the justification for

taping in jail' To Avery's knowledge, neither
the federal government nor any state
government ever has made that argument in defending
a program of intercepting
jail inmates' conversations with friends
and family. Always the argument is that jail
security justifies the intrusion. Further, the courts
that are skeptical of government

ciaims that inmates impliedly consent to such
taping are right to be skeptrcal:
inmates have no other way to communicate
with family and friends but by the
telephones and visitation procedures that a jail
provides, so the real choice is either
to submit to surveillance or to forego ordinary
human communication altogether.
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At best' the detainee's decision under those
circumstances to call his mother or
see

his wife seems acquiescence to big brother's
habit of listening in, not free and
voiuntary consent.
Having won the courts' approval for this
surveillance on one theory,
the state now seeks to exploit its advantage
by putting tapes to a use that never

justified making them in the first place.
And again, the state contends that the
defendant has only to give up all succor
of family and friends while he sits
presumptively innocent in jail, if he objects
to the evidentiary use of his
conversations with intimates.

This state proposal is less a persuasive argument
against an equal
protection clairn than a concession of that claim.
The rich man would post bail
under identical circumstances and enjoy the
pleasures of his hearth while awaiting
trial' free of government surveillance. The poor
man not only misses the comforts
of home' but he must surrender the very
support of family and friends that he needs

most during his time of incarceration for

a

crime he did not commit

-

exactly what

the presumption of innocence dictates we assume
in application. Nothing but
reiative prosperity separates the vastly different
demands placed upon the two men.

If

an equal protection violation does not arise from
this deliberately inflicted

disadvantage under which the poorer man
must suffer in silence and solifude,
shunning his closest family and friends, to achieve
parity in the state,s ability to use
l\

i\, 10
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his words against him at trial, it is hard to
imagine what burden the state might
piace on a man, by dint of his poverty, that
would violate equal protection.
Indeed, the state's suggestion that isolation
from family and friends for

over

a

year is the "common sense" solution threatens
the unintended consequence

that unattainable bail terms would become
punitive, rather than just protective of
the public's safety and the court's ability
to assure the accused,s appearance at
trial.

Bail conditions may not be punitive. l.lnited
states a. snlerno, 4g1
(1987);

u.s.

73g,746-47

wis' coxsr' Art. I, s B(2) (monetary condirions of bail
allowable only to

assure defendant's appearance in court).
This is exactly the constitutionai violation

that the Court would risk were it to grant the
state's wish and reject Avery,s limited
equal protection claim.

m.
CONCLUSION
At hial, the Court should disall0w all recorded statements
that steven Avery
has made in the Calumet County
Jail, and all eviden ttaryuse of them. Evidentiary
use of these statements

-

as

distinct from the taping of them

-

would deny equal

protection of the law' The complete isolation of
a presumptively innocent man
from

family and friends is not a permissible price of poverty
in courts consecrated to
equal justice.
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Dated at Madison, Wisconsin, November
6,2006.
Respectfully submitted,
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